
 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Content of poster presentation 

 

1. Research (Introduction, Objectives, Materials and Methods, Results, Conclusion, 

References and Acknowledgment). 

2. Case Report (Introduction, Objectives, Case Operation Procedure, Discussion, 

Conclusion References and Acknowledgment). 

3. Literature Review (Introduction, Literature studies, Discussion, Conclusion and 

References). 

 

Instructions for E Poster Presentation 

1. Posters should be made in Power point (.pptx) ONLY 

2. Use PowerPoint 2016 or newer and set your poster to Landscape (16:9) widescreen 

orientation 

3. ALL information must be appeared within ONE (1) slide only. Use Page Setup and 

choose Slide Size: “Custom (Width 50 cm, Height 90 cm)” with a Landscape 

(horizontal) orientation 

4. Animation/movies/sounds will not be supported; please submit in a static pptx 

format only 

5. NO timing is to be applied as transition 

Design Specifications  

1. The poster should be self explanatory 

2. Text should be brief and well organized 

3. It is suggested that font size of the text should be at least 24. The typeface (Text Font) 

chosen should be a simple and clear one (e.g. Helvetica, Calibri, Arial, Tahoma) 

Color Suggestions 

1. Make sure your text and background have a large contrast (dark lettering on a light 

background or the reverse) 

2. When using light backgrounds (white, yellow, light blue) we suggest using dark fonts 

color (black, navy blue, dark green) and vice versa dark backgrounds (blue, purple) we 

suggest using light fonts color (white, yellow, cyan) 

3. Avoid using red or green in any fonts or backgrounds as they are colors that are 

difficult to read 

4. Illustrations, images and photographs used in the E-poster should be enlarged 

enough to show relevant details 

5. For embedded images prefer .jpeg or .png file formats in a resolution of 72 or 96 dpi 

6. Do not use animated effects, “animations” and videos 



Poster size and orientation 

1. All posters will be set in Landscape style orientation (and all information (i.e. text, 

data, photos, and figures) must be designed to appear within one window/slide 

Essential Information to Include on E-Poster 

1. Abstract Number (on the top left corner) 

2. Title of the E-Poster (should match with the submitted abstract) 

3. Names and affiliations of all authors (each author to be marked with superscript 

Arabic number (such as 1, 2) with their corresponding institute affiliation and their 

addresses 

4. The logo of the affiliated institution/university should be placed on the upper left 

hand corner, whilst the first author’s color photograph (passport style) should be 

placed on the upper right hand corner of the poster 

5. The title and subheadings should be written in bold. Italics should be avoided as it 

would be harder to read from a distance 

6. Keep only 2-3 colors as this would be a formal scientific poster presentation. 

7. Avoid background with full of texture as this will distract readers 

8. The number of photographs should be limited to only those that are essential and 

relevant for the poster (preferable not exceeding 4-6 photos) 

9. Do not submit any photographs or pictures that are not relevant to the text, such as 

cartoon characters, etc 

10. Photographs for case report presentation should be in standard quality for all extra-

oral/intra-oral photos and pre-treatment/post-treatment photos 

11. Radiographs view must be in good quality and have minimal distortion 

12. Graphs and tables should be well organized and the font used should be of a size 

that is easy to read 

13. Declaration of Conflict of Interest for all authors; if there are no relevant conflicts, this 

must be included on the poster 

14. At the footer/bottom part of poster presentation, should be noted : Presented at : 

 

Other Suggestions 

 

1. Before submitting, save your poster PPT as a PDF file. All recent versions of 

PowerPoint and most other software applications allow you to save your poster as a 

PDF file from the "File > Save as" menu or through the "File > Print > as .PDF" option 

2. When you arrive at the conference, check the program to confirm the day, time and 

monitor for your presentation 

3. Authors are requested to be at their assigned monitors for the period of time 

specified. During this time authors should be available for discussion of the E-

Poster 

4. Please bear in mind that there will be no audio on the E-Poster displays 

 



Best E-Poster Competition 

1. Best E-Poster in the competition will be awarded with a certificate  

2. Any signs of Plagiarism or Alteration of the original text will lead to Disqualification  

3. The decision will be final and binding. 

 

Your participation will definitely add value to this conference and make it a grand 

success. 

 

We look forward to welcoming you in Prayagraj 

 

By following the guidelines above, we’re confident that the Scientific 

Committee will make your experience easy. 

 

Should you have Any Query Call or Whats App:- 9415218156 

 

Mob.:- 9415218156, 9140959897  

 

Email ID: uporthocon2024@gmail.com 

 

Website: www.uporthocon2024.com 

 

The Venue of 48th ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF UP ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION 

from 02nd - 04th FEBRUARY 2024 is at MLN MEDICAL COLLEGE, Prayagraj, U.P. 

 

Note: - It is the presenters responsibility to abide by above mentioned the rules and 

regulations and to ensure that the presentation is working properly after upload. 


